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NamSor sorts names (onomastics) 
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Who is around the table ‘e-marketing to conquer, host and 
retain economic and tourism customers’ 

 

 Ludovic Dublanchet 

 Michael Mc Loughlin 

 Joanna Murphy 

 Elian Carsenat 

 Caroline Isautier 

 

What can YOU tell from the names (gender, country, lang.)?  



On Twitter, the first ambassadors of  

‘Invest in Ireland’ are the Irish themselves 
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@IDAIreland : 21k followers 
(audience by origin / culture recognized by NamSor) 

Ireland 

Great Britain 

Italy 

Spain 

Sweden 

France 

Germany 

Denmark 

Turkey 

Austria 

Other 

Source:  

         

        FDIMagnet.com 

http://fdimagnet.com/


Mining 3M twitter names to map Diasporas 
Who are they, where are they and what are they doing? 
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Source: Twitter 



… map where Russian tourists STAY… 
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Italian 

Russian 



… map global travelers FLOWS 
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Source Target Type Id Onoma Weight

United Kingdom France Directed 16 Great Britain 37

Spain France Directed 55 Spain 14

United States France Directed 75 Great Britain 12

Turkey France Directed 79 Turkey 11

Brazil France Directed 87 Portugal 10

United Kingdom France Directed 112 Ireland 9

Italy France Directed 152 Italy 7

Switzerland France Directed 226 France 5

Belgium France Directed 247 France 5

United Kingdom France Directed 258 France 5

Mexico France Directed 287 Spain 4

Ireland France Directed 317 Great Britain 4

United Kingdom France Directed 333 Italy 4

United States France Directed 375 France 4

Source: Twitter 



           originating FDI leads 
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 NamSor™ announces FDI Magnet, a new offering for Investment Promotion Agencies. 

 What is the Idea behind it: “ As recently as 1986 Ireland was one of the poorest countries in the European 

Union (EU), but today it is one of the richest. The engine of this new Irish prosperity has been Foreign Direct 

Investment (FDI). [Between 1986 and 2002], the Irish have done almost everything right. They have 

attracted huge amounts of money from America – due largely to a century of personal and familial ties – 

and they have used this money to build factories ”. 

 A successful approach which Milda Darguzaite, the Managing Director of Invest Lithuania, considers relevant 

for her own country. With three million people living in Lithuania and nearly one million people of Lithuanian 

origin living abroad, there is a good many personal and familial ties to be leveraged to attract new 

investment projects to the country. NamSor name recognition software helped discover those ties. 

 Recognizing names and their origin in global professional databases allows Investment Promotion Agencies 

to identify potentially interesting high profile contacts in different countries / industrial sectors and reach out 

to them. Another method to accelerate the origination of new leads is to better understand and leverage 

the existing network of foreign businessmen in the country itself. 

 NamSor™ filters data from millions of meaningless elements to a few dozen actionable names. 

 Domas Girtavicius, a Senior consultant at Invest Lithuania, said "we were impressed by the accuracy of the 

name recognition software: it reliably predicts the country of origin and the number of false positives is fully 

manageable". Elian Carsenat, the founder of NamSor™, said "searching for names in the Big Data is like 

seeking a gold needle in a haystack: doable once the right tool exists". 

 



Startup ecosystems and financing (Angels/VCs) : 

Place / gender inequalities 
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We analysed 650,000 Angel.co profiles. Our conclusion:  

The role of the Diasporas and Women’s Networks in private financing is essential. 

http://fdimagnet.com/
http://gendergapgrader.com/


Privately financing startups :  

the key role of Diasporas 
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-The World is and invests in San Francisco, London, Toronto.  

-Indians invest in Bengalore. 

And also: the key role of Women’s Networks in bridging the gender gap in startups 



Les Français de l’étranger ‘connectés’, 

Que font-ils? Comment bénéficier de ce capital ? 
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 Flux migratoires en Europe: Londres, 4e ou 6e ville de France ?  

 Londres 2e ville française connectée devant Lyon 

 Et aussi: Silicon Valley, Israël, Suisse, Singapour, Dubaï… 



Regional names, do they still make sense? 
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1914 

2014 



Conclusion 
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 The ‘Big Data’ offers valuable insights and channels to 
engage a Diaspora, once you know: 

 Who are they, where are they, what are they doing? 

 

 In Diasporas, cultural bond are powerful and link 
people to a place not a necessarily a country 

 Recommended reading @KingsleyAIKINS  
‘The Global Diaspora Strategies Toolkit’ 

 

 Names are fine-grained (continent/country/region, 
culture/language, …) 



Merci !  

 

 

 

 

 http://fdimagnet.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 http://namsor.com/  
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Juillet 2013, Ambassade de Lituanie à Paris 

 elian.carsenat@namsor.com 

 +33 6 52 77 99 07 

 Twitter @NamsSor_com 
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